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Investigation on glassy skin formation of porous polystyrene
fibers electrospun from DMF
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Abstract. Micrometer and submicrometer diameter of polystyrene (PS) fibers were electrospun from various dimethyl formamide (DMF) solutions at different weight fractions under 35% relative humidity. Increasing polymer fraction in the solution results in a gradual morphological transition from beads-with-incipient to bead-free fibers and also increases the
diameter. The formation of uniform glassy skin presumably due to radial capillary flow within the liquid jet was confirmed
by scanning electron microscope. The thickness of the skin varies with the weight fraction of PS; therefore, it was normalized with respect to average fiber diameter (AFD). The skin gets thinner as the weight fraction of PS increases. In addition,
the fibers exhibit highly porous internal structure and smooth surface along with slight porosity. The development of porosity is attributed to liquid-liquid phase separation of water molecules in atmospheric moisture and DMF.
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1. Introduction

results exhibiting the formation of glassy skin on
electrospun fibers have not been reported. In this
work, we have verified this phenomenon by microscopic observations on electrospun PS fibers and
quantified the skin thickness with respect to average fiber diameter (AFD).
A nonwoven fiber mat having a high surface area to
volume ratio on the order of 1–100 m2/g is achieved
by electrospinning, which offers numerous existing
and potential applications in filtration [3], catalysis
[4, 5], and tissue engineering [6]. The surface area
of the mats can be further enlarged when surface
and/or interior porosity is developed within the
electrospun filaments [7, 8]. Two main approaches
have been employed to produce porosity in the
fibers. One approach is leaching one of the phases
out from a bicomponent fiber systems for example
polymer blends [9, 10] and the fibers remain rough
and porous. Using similar methodology, not only
polymeric but also porous ceramic fibers can be

Electrospinning has been proven as a robust technique to produce polymeric fibers whose diameter
is on the order of a few tens to hundreds of nanometers [1]. In a typical process, a high electrical potential is applied between a polymer solution placed
into a reservoir and a grounded conductive target.
When the applied electrical force overcomes surface tension of the solution droplet at the nozzle of
the reservoir, a charged jet is ejected from the
droplet. The jet becomes thinner as it flows through
the collector due to both solvent evaporation and
continuous electrical force stretching. The polymer
concentration gradually increases on the surface of
the jet due to solvent loss. This process eventually
leaves a dense, skin-like external boundary along
the perimeter of the resulting fiber. While it has
been accepted that a thin and mechanically distinct
skin is formed initially on the charged liquid jet
during solidification of fibers [2], experimental
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controlled by an infusion pump. The fibers were
imaged by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of
Philips XL-30S FEG. The diameter of PS fibers
was obtained from SEM images using image J software from at least measurement of 100 polystyrene
fibers. In order to examine the internal structure of
the fibers, electrospun mats were kept in liquid
nitrogen for a while to decrease temperature far
below the glass transition temperature of PS and
the constituent fibers were broken. The broken end
of the fibers was found in electrospun mat by SEM
and cross sectional morphology was examined
using ultrahigh resolution mode. Two sources of
uncertainties may be affecting the observations of
skin thickness. First, the SEM images appear to be
tilted, therefore the thickness may not be measured
properly. To minimize the effect of tilting, the
thickness was measured from several points of the
skin and the results were averaged out. Second, the
border between skin and bulk was not clear especially for the fibers obtained at low polymer fractions. This is because the measured thickness value
was normalized with respect to AFD for true comparison.

readily obtained by calcination of polymeric component from binary polymer/metal salt systems
[11]. Another approach to produce porosity in electrospun fibers is to use highly volatile co-solvents
[9, 12]. Rapid solvent evaporation causes phase
separation into polymer-rich and solvent-rich
domains. The evaporation of volatile co-solvents
leaves behind voids thereby porosity along the fiber
volume is achieved. This approach was extended to
electrospinning of hydrophobic polymers dissolved
in a water-compatible solvent in a humid environment [13] because the liquid-liquid phase separation can occur even in the presence of small amount
of nonsolvent [14], e.g. moisture in air. The charged
jet uptakes water from the vapor, which acts as a
nonsolvent for the polymers. The miscibility of
water with solvent causes formation of liquid-liquid phase separation and finally porous features
within the fibers occur. Recently, Pai et al. reported
interior porosity of polystyrene fibers prepared
from DMF at different levels of humidity and influence of this internal morphology on mechanical
strength and stiffness of the electrospun fibers [15].
The same group also pointed out the development
of wrinkled surface topography of fibers that result
from buckling instability of the charged jet in
poly(acrylonitrile) (PAN) and PS. Rabolt et al.
investigated the influence of polymer/solvent properties using a variety of solvents on fibers surface
morphology [16] and demonstrated the formation
of pores on the surface of PS fibers electrospun in
humid environment [17]. Here, we electrospun PS
from DMF solution at 35% relative humidity and
also demonstrated that the resulting fibers have
both interior and surface porosity.

3. Results and discussion
Chain entanglement is one of the important parameters for stability of liquid jet in electrospinning [18,
19]. It is the effect of φp and M where φp is volume
fraction and M is weight average molecular weight.
The entanglement can be quantified with entanglement number in solution, (ne)soln = (φpMw/Me) using
ρ = 1.05 g/cm3 and Me = 16 600 g/mol. SEM images
of PS fibers electrospun from four solutions of different weight fractions are presented in Figure 1.
The structure of the fibers varies significantly with
the polymer weight fraction. At the lowest fraction
(0.05), the charged jet is unstable and bead-withincipient fibers were obtained (panel a). The formation of incipient fibers suggests some degree of
chain entanglement in solution, (ne)soln <1. At 0.10,
beads-on-string morphology is achieved. The solution entanglement number calculated for this condition is ~2. Increasing the polymer fraction to
0.15 yields continuous structure in which the
occurrence of beads diminished gradually and their
shape becomes more spindle-like (panel c). At this
fraction, chain entanglement number is (ne)soln ~3
and the liquid jet was fully stabilized. Further

2. Experimental
Polystyrene (PS) (Mn = 170 kg/mol Mw = 350 kg/mol)
and dimethylformamide (DMF) (ACS reagent,
>99%) were provided from Aldrich and Fluka,
respectively. They were used without further purification. Four different weight fraction solutions
(0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.25) were prepared. These
clear solutions were subjected to electrospinning at
3 kV/cm using a power supply, Gamma Voltage ES
40P-20 W. In all experiments, the instrumental
parameters were unchanged such that the applied
voltage and source-to-target distance were 15 kV
and 5 cm, respectively. Flow rate (~3 mL/h) was
3
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Figure 1. SEM images of PS fibers obtained from DMF solutions at different weight fractions under 35% relative humidity. (a) 0.05, (b) 0.10 (c) 0.15, and (d) 0.25

increase of fraction to 0.25 increases viscosity of
solution due to extensive chain entanglements,
(ne)soln ~4.8. Hence, continuous and bead-free thick
fibers were produced. The general trend of morphological transition presented here is consistent with
literature, which was obtained for electrospinning
of both PS and some other polymer/solvent systems
[18].
The dependences of AFD and skin thickness normalized with respect to AFD on PS weight fraction
are demonstrated in Figure 2. A power law relationship was found between AFD and weight fraction such that AFD ~(weight fraction)2.4. This
expression is very close to the one we reported previously for polyurethane urea/DMF system [20]. At
the most dilute solution (0.05), the diameter of
bead-with-incipient fibers is ~100 nm. An apparent
broken end of fiber was not observed since the mat
is mainly composed of beads on the order of several
μm. However, a cross sectional morphology is
gradually developed as the polymer fraction in
solution increases. Panel a, b, and c of Figure 3
show broken end of the fibers obtained from solutions of 0.10, 0.15, and 0.25, respectively. The skin

Figure 2. Average fiber diameter (AFD) and skin thickness of fibers normalized with respect to AFD as
functions of weight fraction of PS

layer is much thinner than the diameter of fibers
and its thickness varies with the fraction of PS in
electrospinning solution. To make a true comparison, it was normalized with respect to AFD (right
y-axis of Figure 2). In contrast to AFD, the normalized skin thickness is inversely proportional with
weight fraction of PS. In other words, the skin layer
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ingredients is achieved after complete evaporation
of solvent. We have verified this phenomenon for
tiny droplet of dilute polystyrene solutions on an
atomically flat mica surface [22]. In electrospinning, we propose that polymer molecules concentrate on the external boundary of the liquid jet due
to capillary flow and causes characteristic formation of glassy skin during evaporation of solvents.
In fact, this phenomenon could take place within
the solution droplet at the nozzle of the container
prior to jet formation. In addition to capillary effect,
charge repulsion within the liquid jet may also contribute this radial flow. In dilute polymer solutions
where viscosity is low, the flow deposits polymeric
ingredient to the surface of liquid jet. Evaporation
of solvent on the outhermost layer leaves behind a
dense skin. The solution in the core of these semisolidified fibers appears to be solvent rich. A liquid-liquid phase separation taking place between
atmospheric moisture in air and DMF lead to the
formation of large solvent rich domains. Complete
evaporation of solvent from the core finally imparts
large internal voids covered with thick polymer
skin with respect to AFD. On the other hand, at
high polymer fractions, viscosity of solution
increases due to extensive chain entanglements;
therefore the effect of evaporative flow does not
occur as strongly as in the dilute solution and only
limited amount of polymer molecules is carried to
the boundary. Rapid solvent evaporation on the surface results in a thin skin layer. For example, the
thickness of the layer is around 1% of the average
diameter of the fiber at 0.25 fraction. The presence
of low fraction of solvent sets in liquid-liquid separation with smaller domains in the core of the jet.
Thus, smaller voids with homogeneous distribution
throughout the cross section of the fibers are developed.
Figure 4a shows cross section of polystyrene fibers
electrospun from DMF solution at 0.25. A thin uniform skin surrounding a homogeneously porous
core is evident. Even though the fiber core remains
robust, the skin of fiber is fractured down as indicated with a white arrow. This observation suggests
the brittle and glassy nature of the skin. Figure 4b
presents higher magnified image of a representative
fiber. Two types of pores here can be identified:
i) the interior porosity whose size is approximately
100 nm, ii) the surface porosity in the range of 30–
70 nm. Specific surface area of the fibers was found

Figure 3. Crossectional profiles of PS fibers electrospun
from solutions at (a) 0.10, (b) 0.15, and (c) 0.25
weight fraction

gets thinner and sharper as the weight fraction
increases.
The characteristic skin formation of electrospun
fibers can be attributed to radial capillary flow of
solution through the surface of the liquid jet. When
a drop of a polymer solution is deposited on a substrate, polymer molecules are concentrated at the
edge of the droplet although the molecules are initially homogeneously dispersed over the entire dispersion [21]. Solvent evaporates and the liquid
evaporating from the edge is replenished by liquid
from the interior. The resulting outward flow can
carry the dispersed solid ingredients through the
perimeter of the droplet. A ring made up of the
5
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ning environment is unchanged. The evaporative
cooling leads to condensation of moisture in air and
the formation of breath figures [23]; therefore,
pores occur only on the surface of the fibers. The
latter is ascribed to the presence of water vapor in
the surrounding air which acts as nonsolvent. The
polymer solution undergoes phase separation by
diffusion of water vapor. The pore formation is
governed by polymer fraction. Increasing fraction
of polymer increases the internal pore formation,
which is consistent with our results. Since electrospun PS fibers we have produced have both interior
and surface porosity, we can conclude that both
phase separation mechanisms coexist in formation
of PS fibers. However, VIPS appears to have
stronger contribution compared to TIPS. It has to
be noted that the formation of fused structure or
wrinkled surface morphology due to the difference
between evaporation rate of water and DMF was
not observed.

4. Conclusions
Figure 4. Crossectional SEM images of the electrospun
fibers prepared from solution at 0.25 (a) 5 000×
and (b) 25 000×

The formation of uniform glassy skin on porous
electrospun PS fibers was demonstrated. Capillary
flow of polymer solution through the external
boundary of charged liquid jet may be the main
contributing mechanism in skin formation. The
thickness of skin normalized with respect to AFD
was found to be inversely proportional to the
weight fraction of polymer in solution. The electrospun solutions experience absorption of water from
humid environment into the polymer/ solvent system. Porosity is induced by phase separation resulting from the rapid evaporation of water molecules
from polystyrene/DMF system. The resulting electrospun mats contain three types of pores at different length scales. The first type of pore is the
interstitial spaces between the fibers, which is on
the order of micrometer. The other two are surface
and internal pores of fibers and their size is in
nanometer scale. This feature fits with the needs of
various applications concerning high surface area
such as filtration, catalysts, sensors, membrane and
adsorption of living cells for scaffolds in tissue
engineering. Similar porous structure possibly
occurs for a sort of polymers where DMF and water
act as solvent and nonsolvent, respectively.

3.89 m2/g by BET nitrogen absorption. This value
is more than six times higher than the theoretical
surface area of smooth PS fibers (0.62 m2/g) where
the fibers have 6.19 μm in diameter on average
with no beads. Based on the SEM images, the interior porosity appears to be stronger than the surface
porosity. Therefore, the contribution of former
porosity to the surface area of entire system is
expected to be much higher than that of the latter
one.
Although electrospinning process is very fast and
polymer molecules are far from equilibrium, this
porous morphology may be a consequence of phase
separation occurring between moisture in air and
DMF. This phenomenon is very well-known and
widely discussed in literature [16]. There are two
relevant phase separation mechanisms in the course
of fiber evolution: thermally induced phase separation (TIPS) and vapor-induced phase separation
(VIPS). The former is associated with the rapid solvent evaporation that lowers the local temperature
on the liquid jet although the temperature of spin-
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